MINUTES
POST RACE Meeting held at KILLARNEY ON 26 February 2015 at 19H30
1. GREETING
The chairman opened the meeting and welcomed all the members.
Apologies were made as the meeting started late.

2. ATTENDANCE AND APPOLOGIES
All attendees were reminded to sign the attendance register and apologies were made for:

Tony Leka ,Henko de Klerk. Byron Zimmerman, Trappies van Tonder, Shando Hendriks, Alex Johnson,
Samantha Wilson, Eugene Kruger.
3. CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES.
Confirmed; Eric Nell
Seconded Eugene van Zyl
4. REPORT BACK OF LAST EVENT.
There were 42 entries and 42 starters with 32 finishers. There were 11 Class X competitors.
The race starts were good with the pace cars keeping the formation.
There was an incident between two competitors which was dealt with on the day by The
COC and subsequently discussed by the Committee and the two members.
The competitors were reminded that no retaliatory action will be tolerated by the COC.
All Competitors were reminded of the process of reporting any incident to the COC by way
of the correct documentation.
New competitors were welcomed
Ewald and his trusty Alpha were given a warm applause on his return after a substantial
accident.
5. FEEDBACK FROM SPORTSCOM / MANCOM.
The possibility exists that the Racing heats may be increased to ten laps from the current 8 laps. A
notification will be sent out in due course should this change happen.
This information is shared as there are competitors not able to complete 10 laps due to fuel tank
capacity.
6. PRO –
Midas Sport Clubmans 2015 sponsorship package value is at R 165 000.00. Thanks have to go out to
all the Sponsors of Midas Sport Clubmans.
All competitors must make sure they have all the correct sponsor decals on their cars prior to the
next race day.
The Midas Boma is again sponsored by Midas with the change that no catering will be available and
members are invited to enjoy and make use of the facility.
Thanks do go to Midas for the sponsorship.

On a more serious note – drivers were reminded that the placing of personal differences and voicing
opinions which defame WPMC or Clubmans on social media will not be tolerated . Motorsport and
the controlling bodies afford each member equal and accessible opportunities to air grievances
within the structures of the sport. Any such behavior could lead to being found guilty of bringing the
sport into disrepute .
Fabers coachworks has kindly offered to sponsor the “Raceday CD”. Thank go out to them.
Pre and Post race editorials will begin to appear in the Burger. Reynard has offered to compile the
reports.
7. FINANCES
Gavin and Geoff are busy compiling the financial statements for Clubmans and they will be
presented shortly.
8. TECHNICAL AND CHAMPIONSHIP STANDINGS-

Nieyaaz Modak and Henko De Klerk moved from X to A, Alex Johnson moved to B with 1 in
A, Stiaan Kriel move to B, Mark Smith move to C, Mike Venlet bust D 1 in C, Stephen Large
bust D, Ernest Leite reclassify to D, Wayne Wilson & Ewald Weiland move to D, Anton
Jacobs & Ley Fielding bust to E, Gunther Wurth 1 in D, Andrea Bate move to E, Chris Fielding
1 in E, Ryan Large move to F. Piet Smit stay in X 1 in B, Gavin Geldenhuys stay in X 1 in E,
Theuns De Bruin and Sass Kloppers both stay in X.
Class A:

3rd Jessie Hugget 15,

2nd Clint Rennard 18,

1st Danie Van Niekerk 30

Class B:

3rd ,

2nd,

1st Mansoor Parker 5

Class C:

3rd ,

2nd Basie Burger 3,

1st Michael Le Sueur 10

Class D:

3rd Bruce Meyer 8,

2nd Eugene Van Zyl 15,

1st Mike Venlet 22

Class E:

3rd Eugene Kruger 17, 2nd Ley Fielding 20,

1st Anton Jacobs 31

Class F:

3rd Chris Fielding 8,

2nd Cody Alberts 10,

1st Samantha Wilson 12

Class ABC 3rd Jessie Hugget 15,

2nd Clint Rennard 18,

1st Danie Van Niekerk 30

Class DEF: 3rd Ley Fielding 20.

2nd Mike Venlet 22,

1st Anton Jacobs 31

9. INCIDENT REPORTS

Clubmans spirit....thank you to...Achmat & Nieyaaz for making up numbers as Classess ABC
were short of competitors....all A, B, and C will contribute towards his costs on the day , Alex

and Andre for turning down boost, Gavin Shaun and Michael Le Sueur for preparing Clints
car.
Well done to everyone for forming up on the outer extremities of track.
The start was good and the pole car maintained the pack well.
Please check points and let Clint know if any queries
Ernest Leite ran all 3 meetings in class X(D) and is now officially in D
There are a few incidents that happened on race day which are being reviewed.
Some Vehicles still need to be checked for Clubmans legality being rims as well and also
Sound checks. NO car is racing on a race day without the 2 stickers on.
Clint Is not available Saturday 7.03.2015.
Clints car has been checked by Hayder .
Stiaan Kriel has to take off window tint off Subaru...need to see through the car and need
marshals need to see in.
Back Markers were very good when being lapped....well done
Grid Protocol has been altered slightly...no weaving from turn 4 on formation lap.
The summary of the start protoco will be distributed to all Competitors.
Every incident must be reported to keep a log of the common denominators
Get entries in by the 2nd Wednesday before race day by 12:00pm
V8 Saphire request by Jared Thomson. This is still under concideration.
Scrutineers were very happy with Clubmans Cars...please look at these points though...
1) Numbers on windscreen,
2) Fuel tank not separated by firewall,
3) Battery must be mounted to floor pan and not battery box,
4)

Safety belts should have the 2010 stamp on for the latest.

10. SOCIAL
Nothing to report.
12 ASA DRIVER OF THE DAY AWARD

ABC Driver Clint Rennard
DEF driver Mike Venlet
13 HARD LUCK OF THE DAY AWARD Cody Alberts
14 NEWCOMER OF THE DAY Stiaan Kriel
15. GENERAL
The Chairman sent out a mail for comments on the acquisition of the media car and although
response was limited those that responded were positive.
The acquisition process is underway. The car will be purchased from the Clubmans fund.
D.J Ready D will be driving the car at the next event.
No attendance payout will be made if the competitor’s car whichdo not have the correct decals.
All members were reminded to submit nomination for the Clubmans Committee before the end
of March
Clubmans have been asked to contribute to the TV broadcast for the National races in April.
The amount for TV is R10 000 per 10minutes or R30 000 for 15minutes . One we have more
detail we will distribute for comment.|
16. Fines
Tigmeester was Cody Alberts
Sufficient funds were collected to pay the barman
Next tigmester is Brendon Moore.
17. CLOSE
The chairman closed the meeting

